We show the instability of the existence of vector potentials against variations of the field tensor in regions where it is "strongly non-abelian".
When does a classical, non-abelian Yang-Mills field tensor Fpy have a vector potential A? The answer to this question turns out to be tied up with the nonuniqueness theorem for vector potentials. The nonuniqueness theorem began with a counterexample of Wu and Yang [I] , which showed there are non-gaugeequivalent A's that give the same non-abelian F, and some work of Deser and Teitelboim [2] , and culminated in the works of Deser and Wilczek [3] , Calvo [4] , Roskies [5] , Halperm [6] , and Hsia, referred to in ref. [5] , which showed that a necessary condition for uniqueness was the nonvanishingof the determinant of the matrixM that we now define.
For each x E R4, let F,,,(x) = -F,,(x) be a hermitean, finite-dimensional matrix, belonging to a representation of the Lie algebra of a compact, semisimple Lie group. The tensor indices are four-vector indices. Let FD be the usual, second-rank tensor dual to F. Let n be the dimension of the Lie algebra. Then M is the 4n X 4n matrix
where fat. are the Lie algebra structure constants, and (FD), an appropriate Lie algebra component of FD.
It is still unknown how to classify the relations between F and its vector potential A, where
at points where det M = 0. An interesting recent paper by Kazama and Lee [7] studies the determinant for instantons, and shows that the zeroes of det M have topological significance.
The uniqueness theorem states that, at points where the determinant is nonzero (we call these strongZy non-abelian points), the Bianchi identity may be solved uniquely for A = A(FD), simply by inverting the matrix M against a,FFv. Deser and Wilczek [3] give some remarks on the different role played by the Bianchi identity for abelian versus non-abelian Fs. We want to mention the basic point that in the abelian theory, the Bianchi identity for F guarantees the existence of an A, while in the non-abelian theory, the Bianchi identity cannot even be stated in terms ofF alone.
In this note, we state a theorem which shows that the existence of a vector potential at strongly nonabelian points is special. Of course the existence of a vector potential is also special in the abelian theory; the Bianchi identity must be satisfied; but here we need different tools to reach that conclusion.
The following theorem is stated for euclidean fields with finite action. As we discuss later, finite action is not essential; the result is basically local, and holds locally for Minkowski fields as well. The theorem states that, for regular F's, the property of having an A is destroyed by regular variations of F in regions where it is strongly non-abelian. 
O(F) = ~ f dx Tr F~u Fur 4: Q(F + 6F).
Then there is a set of non-zero Lebesgue measure on which F' has no vector potential. Proof. Suppose F' is derivable from a vector potential B. Let A be the regular vector potential that gives F.
(i) The first step is to show that B may be chosen to be regular, and to coindice with A outside a bounded region in R 4. By hypothesis, F' = F outside a bounded region U in the interior of the set where detM :/= 0. Outside U, we choose B = A. Inside U, det M' is nonvanishing and regular. From the uniqueness theorem, the Bianchi identity may be solved there uniquely for B in terms ofF'; and the solution will be regular (one simply has to invert the matrix M' against the ordinary divergence ofF'D). Moreover, B patches smoothly onto A in the region where F' = F, because that region extends into the interior of the set where detM 4: 0, where the solution for the vector potential is unique, and where everything is regular.
(ii) The next step is to compute
Q(F')
where we use the familiar identity 
Since the action is finite for F, it is also finite for F'; and the four-dimensional integral Q(F') converges absolutely, by the Schwartz inequality, as usual. More-
over, S(B) and ~ • S(B)
are sufficiently regular, because B is, so that the divergence theorem gives Q(F') as an integral over the surface at infinity, with no contributions from finite points. But on such a large sphere,
B = A ; and so Q(F') = Q(F), contrary to the hypothesis. It is therefore impossible that F' = F(B) everywhere.
(iii) Finally, we show that the set where F' has no vector potential is nontrivial. The only points where F' has no vector potential are points where 6F 4: 0, where the only possible vector potential is B. Let
V CUbe the set where F' 4: F(B). If this set has zero
Lebesgue measure, then so does its closure V. Therefore F has an empty interior. At points outside V,
F' = F(B).
Since F' and B are both sufficiently regular everywhere, including V, and since F has no interior, we conclude by continuity that F' = F(B) also on V, a contradiction. Therefore V has nonzero Lebesgue measure. That completes the proof.
To summarize the essential idea, the existence of the vector potential for regular potentials is unstable against regular variations ofF at strongly non-abelian points, because any vector potential is unique there, and because the topological charge is stable against regular, local variations of A, but unstable against local variations ofF.
A situation in the abelian theory analogous to the nonzero measure property of the region where the vector potential fails to exist would be a magnetic field with a magnetic charge source extended over a finite region.
Remark 1.
From the proof, "sufficiently regular" means regular enough to get no contributions from finite points in the divergence theorem, and to admit the continuity argument in step (iii) of the proof. The latter condition is that B and OB be continuous. If OOB also exists almost everywhere, the divergence argument works, because then S and ~ • S are continuo~ Remark 2. Finite action is not essential, because if F comes from a regular A, we could apply the theorem for finite action to F(rlA), where ~7 is a smooth function equal to one in a bounded region of interest, and zero outside a larger, bounded region. Or, we could repeat the argument for F and A defined only on a bounded region with a good surface, with variations 6F = 0 on the surface. In either form, the theorem can be proved locally also for Minkowski fields.
Remark 3. The theorem certainly applies to the one-instanton, selfdual solution of the Yang-Mills field equation in the B.P.S.T. form [8] , which has a C = vector potential, and for which det M is everywhere nonvanishing [3] . Then it is sufficient to choose F' = (1 + c0F, where ~ is non-negative, smooth, nonvanishing in some open set, and of bounded support, to get (selfdual) field tensors having no vector potential in nontrivial regions. Indeed, Kazama and Lee [7] have shown that there are gauges in which all of the 't Hooft instantons [9] have regular vector potentials; and although the regions of nonvanishing determinant have not been completely mapped out in general, a similar discussion applies to variations of their field tensors. 
